## Changes in Examination Regulations to the University Gazette – Social Sciences Division

Social Sciences Divisional Board

Approved by Officer Action on behalf of Quality Assurance Committee

Honour School of Philosophy, Politics, and Economics

**Brief note about nature of change:** Update to the Schedule

**Location of change**


**Effective date**

For students starting from MT 2019

For first examination from 2020-21

**Detail of change**

1. Amend text as follows:

   1.159 222. [For students starting before MT 2018: Labour Economics and Industrial Relations] [For students starting from MT 2018: Labour Economics and Inequality]

   As specified for 307 below. As specified by the Department of Economics at the Options Fair.’

**Explanatory Notes**

An update to the description of Paper 222 ‘Labour Economics and Inequality’ is required as paper 307 has been removed from the regulations from MT 2019 (see Gazette notice of 14/03/2019).